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sea, largely because convoys could seldom use the perilous Mediter-
ranean route and had to be sent round by the Cape of Good Hope,
a threefold longer voyage. The British tanks were as inferior to
those of the Germans as they were superior to those of the Italians,
being by comparison slow, under-gunned, and under-armoured,
while crew training and recovery and repair facilities were defective.
Adequate air support could too seldom be given owing to our
shortage of machines, pilots, and ground installations. Our
subordinate leadership was not, in all cases, free from fault. The
one constant factor of victory on which reliance could invariably be
placed was the high spirit and morale of the troops.
In view of all these handicaps, and considered as an exhibition of
the pure art of generalship, Wavell's conduct of his variegated and
far-flung campaigns must rank as an achievement of the first order—
probably higher than any other on any side in the war, and high in
the list of history's finest military achievements. His strategic
handling of his limited forces and resources was sure, resolute, and
ingenious; and his realism and firmness of mind enabled him
to see things as they were and to remain unshaken by their
impact.
His conduct of the operations has, however, been criticised on
several grounds—that he should not have embarked simultaneously
on offensive operations in Cyrenaica and East Africa; that he
should have declined to be a party to the ill-starred and hopeless
campaign in Greece; that the disaster in Crete was avoidable and
should have been averted; that he was caught unawares by the
Axis offensive in Cyrenaica in April, 1941 ; and that his premature
and partial attacks in May and June were embarked on with
insufficient means and prospects of success. As regards the first of
these charges, it must be realised that the postponement of offensive
operations in East Africa until after the successful conclusion of the
Cyrenaican operations would have meant that three good divisions,
the ist South African and the nth and iath African Divisions—
which at that time could not have been utilised in Cyrenaica, would
have been left idle. As regards the wisdom or otherwise of the
campaign in Greece, there were overriding political reasons why,
after Having been unable to assist Poland to whom we had given a
guarantee in case of attack on her, and after having also failed to
avert the complete defeat of France, we should not leave the only
other European state to which we had given a guarantee to be
overwhelmed without even making an attempt to assist her. Even
on purely military grounds, moreover, Wavell considered that the
campaign had a reasonable chance of success, although the event
proved him wrong. The disaster in Crete was caused primarily
by the shortage of resources from which we suffered throughout
this period; during the Greek campaign, preparations for the defence

